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Audio books, a term, that is in existence since 1930â€™s. These books are basically a recorded form of
a text but not necessarily with exact lines. Earlier, when technology was at its growth stage, these
audio books serve as the best source of entertainment for people. At that time, these were available
in the form of cassettes played through a walkman ( the most renowned portable media player).
These books were available in schools and libraries in the form of magazine and books recordings.
One more form was the music audio book which was the perfect entertainment source during long
trips and relaxed evenings.

The audio book market took a leap ahead with the introduction of CDs. Initially CDs were more
acceptable due to their ease of using them in car, switch was possible with just a simple push button
and sound quality remained intact in them. But then, the advent of internet, broadband, compressed
audio formats and more portable media players has led to the revolutionary changes in this industry.
These changes were significant in the form of audio book download subscription services. Now
audio books are available on CDs, MP3 format Audio CDs, downloadable digital formats or in a
hardware where audio content was preloaded.

Among so many different usage of audio books, the most prominent one is of music audio book.
The advent of digital downloads of music audio books, cassette tapes have become completely
obsolete. These music books provide you the best music literature in the form of lessons, theories,
songs, speeches etc. These books are also a great entertainment and learning source for the
visually impaired or for those who are not able to read.

There were several reasons due to which audio companies opted for digital downloads-

â€¢	It was cost effective for both buyer and seller as it was saving money  otherwise spent on shipping
process.

â€¢	A lot of time was saved as music literature MP3s were downloaded in just few seconds.

â€¢	Music companies thought that with a digital download, more space can be utilized for sending
books and they do not have to maintain a large warehouse for the same.

There is wide use of music books all over the world. Music aspirants and music lovers make high
use of these books to explore music. Just imagine, you want to learn guitar and you know the basics
about it. Download music audio book of guitar lessons and your work is done. Learning music
theory is now very easy. When there will be someone who will guide you step by step with complete
feel and enthusiasm in audio, your learning capacity will be greatly enhanced. These music audio
books are even loved by children as their favorite story and poems are recited in a beautiful manner
through these audio players.

The web world has numerous online music stores which have  a storehouse of music and its
accessories. One can get information, instruments, devices, magazines, books, audio books etc.
through these music websites. These give you access to thousands of web pages which provide
you fantastic audio books. Once downloaded, you can use it anywhere and with any media player
you want. Transfer them to your mobile, iPods or other portable devices and enjoy your favorites
anytime.
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So, just fulfill your dreams and desires of music through fantastic music audio books.
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